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Trinity Alumnus '79 Wins Men's Squash Wins
16th National Title
Queen Elizabeth Prize
JOE DIBACCO '19
NEWS EDITOR
Trinity alumnus and
trustee Eric Fossum '79 is
this year's recipient of the
Queen Elizabeth Prize for
Engineering. The achievement that merits this
award is his invention of
image sensor technology
crucial to the makeup of
digital cameras. Fossum
originally finalized the
sensors at the NASA Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory;
now they are used in nearly every aspect of our daily
lives, from social media to
medicine to automobiles.
The payout for the
Queen Elizabeth Prize is
1 million British pounds,
making it the largest en-

gineering award in the
world. Fossum did his
undergraduate work at
Trinity, receiving a B.S . in
phy~ics and engineering
before earning his Master's and Ph. D at Yale.
In 2014, he was given an honorary doctor
of science degree from
Trinity. Among his many
accolades, Fossum 1s a
member of the National
Inventors Hall of Fame
and the National Academy
of
Engineering.
In 1992, Fossum came
out with his CMOS image sensor which made
cameras smaller, cheaper,
and have better battery
life without sacrificing
quality and performance.
A few notable previous

winners of the Queen
Elizabeth prize are Robert Kahn, Vinton Cerf,
and Louis Pouzin, who
made contributions to the
invention of the Internet.
Born and raised in Simsbury, Connecticut, Fossum spent his Saturdays
at the Mountain Science
Center in Avon, Connecticut, where he developed
his passion for science.
Fossum is currently
a professor of engineering at the Thayer School
of Engineering at Dartmouth. In addition to
teaching, Fossum does
research on the Quanta
Image Sensor, and coordinates Dartmouth's Ph.
D Innovation Program.
see ENGINEERING on page 5

CAM CHOTTINER '20
STAFF WRITER
While many students
were enjoying a short break
for Trinity Days, Men's
Squash was busy winning
a national championship.
The top seeded Bantams
went into Harvard looking
for the program's 16th CSA
National Title. In the quarterfinals, Trinity dominated
the University of Pennsylvania by a score of 8-1. The top
eight for the Bantams all did
their jobs and pushed the
team through to the semifinals. James Evans '18 lost
the first game of his match,
but came back to win 3-1,
continuing his incredible
undefeated streak in college
squash. In the semifinals,

Trinity had a rematch from
Senior Day against the St.
Lawrence Saints. The Ban·
tams beat the Saints by
a commanding 7·2 score.
The Bantam's depth
took charge in this matchup, with the numbers six
through nine all taking
care of business, along with
Kush Kumar '20 in the top
spot, and Thoboki Mohohlo
'19 and Michael Craig '19 in
the three and four spots re-·
spectively. In the finals , the
Bantams faced off against
the #2 ranked Harvard
Crimson. Trinity recent·
ly defeated the Crimson in
Cambridge, and looked to
repeat that score line in the
championship match. After
the first wave of matches,
see SQUASH on page 11

SGA Weekly Updat~
JUSTIN FORTIE~'l8
EDITOR-in-CHIEF

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics and David B. Newman
The Trinity Men's Basketball team fought a long and hard season in NESCAC competition.
'

ALEX DAHLEM '20
CONTRIBITTING WRITER
The Trinity College
Men's basketball team
dropped
a
NESCAC
semifinal contest on Saturday to the Middlebury
Panthers, but not before
capturing an electrifying win against cross·
state rival Wesleyan in
the quarterfinals on Feb.
18. Both games saw a
lot of fight from the Ban·
tams, however the Pan·
thers were just too much,
likely putting an end to

I

Trinity's season (bar.ring an at-large bid to
the NCAA tournament).
Postseason basketball
began for the Bantams
on the campus of Wesleyan University after Trinity received the 5th seed
in the 8 team NESCAC
tournament. Wesleyan,
the 4th seed in the tour·
nament, had previously
beaten Trinity on Jan. 14.
Passionate fans for both
teams made this a very
loud and intense basketball game. Wesleyan,
just as in the first meet·

ing between these two
teams, got out to a very.
fast start, automatical ·
ly putting the Bantams
7
in a difficult positibn for
a road game. However, the Trinity defense
persisted, leaving only
a 6-point deficit at halftime. Scoresheet leaders
for Trinity were Eric Gendron '18 and Chris Turnbull '1 7. Gendron wound
up with 13 points and 5
rebounds, while Turn·
bull had 12 points and
see BASKETBALL on page 11

The meeting kicked off
with a report from the Inter Greek Council (IGC)
Liaison, Marjorie Burke
'16, followed by an update
from the Head of Barn·
yard, Griffin Hunt '16.
Greek Life is planning
collaboration with Relay
for Life for Greek Week
to raise additional mon·
·ey for the event, and to
bring greater awareness.
Barnyard and the IGC
are collaborat ing for tlie
2nd annual Frats for the
Forces event on Apr. 1.
This event will consist .
of four houses on Vernon
Street selling $10 tickets for Mill tary Branch
Themed Parties, with all
of the houses contributing
the total sum raised to a
-.Military Charity. The.Hall
will be the Air Force, Cleo
the Army, Psi Upsilon the
Marines, and Alpha Delta
Phi the Navy. Also, Barn·
yard was remiss not to
open up its outdoor ice rink
this year due to the weather. The group put a lot of
effort into permitting,
fundraising and receiving
administrative support to
mak~ this happen, and is
looking forward to setting
up the rink next winter,
possibly as early as November. Later on in the se·

mester, Barnyard is holding a comedy showca~e on
Wednesday, Mar. 22. The
bar in Vernon Social will be
open for this event. Lastly,
Barnyard acknowledged
that the Spring Weekend
Artist is booked, and they
are waiting on a final con·
tract for an opening act
before they can announce
the Weekend's lineup.
Daniel Garcia '1 7 gave
an update on upcoming
activities from multicultural groups on campus.
IMAN! is hosting a "Black
Out" party on Lady Katherine Cruise Lines on the
Connecticut River the evening of Mar. .31 The Men
of Color Alliance (MOCA)
-is holding a Women's Appreciation event Mar. 30
in Hamlin Hall from 6:oo
pm-9:0o pm. The Asian
American Students' Association . (AASA) is holding an event titled "Race,
Refuges, and the Current
Crisis" on Mar. 8 from
4:15pm to 6:15pm in the
Washington Room. La Voz
Latina (LVL) is holding its
big dance, the Salsaren·
gue on Mar. 4 in the Washington room. The Trinity
College Black Women's
Organization (TCBWO) is
having a Women of Color
Brunch at 12:30pm Wash·
ington Room on Mar. 5.
see SGA on page 5
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New Mission Statement Overextends
A few weeks ago, Trinity's
overall cost increased once
again, this time by 3.8 percent
to a grand total of $68,970.
This number continues to leave
mouths agape and many questions as to where the money
goes, especially when juxtaposed against the fact that the
college has run a deficit in recent years. I am not formally
well researched in the topic,
but I have seen numerous budget presentations, and have begun to ascertain the costs and
challenges if keeping a college
running.
However, despite lacking
the specific accounting ledger
of line item expenses, or not
consulting an elaborative array
of quantitative information in
an excel file concerning spending trends, I have been able to
gather an arsenal of empirical
information that may prove
just as useful in my ongoing in·
vestigation exercises.
Pro Ecclesia Et Patria, or
For Church and Country in
modern English .instead of the
original Latin, may inspire a
sense of purpose in some stu·
dents and faculty, but given
the secularity of the college, it
does not provide a clear path
forward, especially in regards
to forming a budget.

The essential question in
examining the budget is, what
is the college's responsibility to
the student? Without direction
from the motto, unless the col·
lege wants to re devote itself to
God, we must turn to the col·

lege mission statement, introduced by the Board of Trustees
during their Oct. 16, 2016 session.
The mission statement, a
whopping 17 4 characters long,
consists of series of commitments revolving around the
three core ideas, Engage, Con·
nect, Transform.
The We Engage section of
the mission is relatively core
to the essence of college. The
supporting text behind the We
Connect, is mostly self congrat·
ulatory praise about Hartford's
global nature, but does contain
key promise to "link students,
faculty, and staff to form a
diverse community of learn·
ing." This extends beyond just
procuring a diverse group, it
mandates linking these people
which can prove to be a fruit·
less project and highly resource
intensive. One of the hallmarks
of bringing different people to·
gether is the friction involved.
Obviously dangerous and
harmful tensions must be mit·
igated, but how far does must
the college go to follow through
with their promise to link stu·
dents?
The final section, We Trans{orm, takes on the biggest
challenge in its final sentence,
"We support all members of
our community in achieving
their potential and in moving
forward with the skills to nav·
igate and transform a dynamic
world." Is it really the colleges
responsibility to support ev·
ery student in reaching their

potential? How disproportion·
ately can money be spent in
the pursuit of helping a twenty
something reach their poten·
tial?
The closing line of the mis·
sio·n statement is "Trinity Col·
lege is where the liberal arts
meet the real world." This line
is surprising because college
often feels as far from the real
world as possible. The real
world isn't a place where thou·
sands of dollars are spent just
so you can succeed and feel
comfortable, it is one where ob·
stacles must be overcome and
every last inch of recognition
must be fought for.
Perhaps the college administration should not carry the
burden of accomplishing the
mission statement, and let the
students bear the responsibility of their own destiny. Growth
happens through overcoming
adversity, if the flow of money
to new initiatives with ballooning budgets was stopped, inno·
vation and thriftiness would
be necessitated. Next time
students demand new support
staff or better food or facilities,
the administration should turn
it back to us, and ask, what can
you improvise? How can you
stretch and re-purpose existing
resources? That is a true learn·
ing experience. Operating in a
bubble does not yield worldly
leaders. If the college returns
to core academic functions, tu·
ition will fall and students will
learn.
-JPF ·

Is the nice weather really that nice?
This past weekend, the
Trinity Community reveled
in 60-degree weather on the
quad and around campus as
if it were a weekend in April,
but let me remind us all of
the pessimistic and harrowing
truth: it is February. The first
day of "spring" is March 20.
I'm not sure if Punxsut·
awney Phil is just becoming
senile or if we should just
stop taking .the advice of a
semi-domesticated rodent, but
something doesn't quite add
up here. Since global warm·
ing is a hoax invented by the
Chinese, there must be some
alternative fact to explain the
bizarre weather phenomena
we experienced this weekend.
Let's face it - we all felt a
certain amount of inexplicable

guilt in enjoying the beautiful
weather. Somehow, hiding be·
hind the 65-degree Snapchat
filter felt a bit like hiding from
the reality of our changing
environment. No one wants
to complain about sponta·
neous and beautiful weather
in the middle of winter, but in
the back of our minds we all
know that something's wrong.
The Earth's climate is
changing, and to deny it would
be foolish at this point. Con·
spirators need only look at the
weather this past weekend for
evidence. I'd like to see how the
government was behind that.
This begs the question,
then: what do we do? It's completely acceptable to enjoy and
appreciate the nice weather. In
fact, the extra time spent out·

side probably does more good
to the Earth than bad. But hu·
manity should heed these win·
ter days of spring as a warning
of what is to come if we don't
begin to change our ways. We
must acknowledge our chang·
ing environment and take action, whether that's in how we
live day-to-day or which govern·
ment officials we support with
regard to environmental policy.
Regardless of politics or
scientific beliefs, let me not
turn this into another reason
to create deeper divides on
campus over one of the few
things on which we can all
agree - a Friday afternoon
spent relaxing on the quad after class is a Friday well-spent.
-ETG

The Trinity Tripod is now looking for a
new business manager. If you are interested in this position, please contact Andrew
Hatch at andrew.hatch@trincoll.edu or the
Tripod at tripod@trincoll.edu.
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OPINION
Trinity Must Move Towards Renewable Energy
The question is not if,
but when Trinity will move
towards greater sustain·
ability. As a college we can
either spearhead progress,
streamline our finances,
and do our part in com·
batting climate change, or
we can merely wait until
society passes us, forcing
us to catch up. The severity of climate change is not
a question, and neither
are the benefits of renew·
able energy, nor the need
for a sustainable campus.
For liberals and conser·
vatives alike, the prospect
of Trinity's campus being
powered
.
by renew·
"Renewable
energy
IS
able ener·
the
energy should inevitably
be equally gy
of the future ... these
appealing.
. ... "
are superior
Switch · methods
ing Trini·
ty over to
100% renewable energy renewable energy quickly
would allow Trinity to join pays for itself means that
the rest of the progressive there could be more mon·
world in taking an aggres· ey available to be used in
sive stand on protecting areas such as lowering

worsening climate change of awareness alongside ty for over 3500 students
will inevitably lead to ad· many other actions. This and staff, or our fellow
verse weather conditions, will easily take years, but NESCAC schools Middlefloods, droughts, and ulti- nobody said it was going bury and Colby College
mately a national security to be quick or easy. How- who both became carbon
crisis. Alongside the bene· ever, the advantages of neutral recently. It's also
fits of mitigating these is· implementing these mea- worth noting that over
sues, more
650 college
personal
presidents
"There 1s no question about the have signed
gains
can
advan- onto bring·
and
practical
be
experi· ethical
enced such tages
energy... " ing their
of
renewable
as breathschools
to
ing m less
a
net-zero
smog,
preserving
the sures at a gradual pace carbon footprint. Although
natural
environment, will present an immedi · net-zero is not necessarily
and an overall improve· ate return on investment. 100% renewable energy,
ment to individual health.
None of this is to say it's an intuitive extension
To say that I am paint- Trinity hasn't been imple· ofthe concept. Bringing our
ing a utopian vision of a menting sustainable mea · campus to meet this goal
dream world couldn't be sures such as recycling, will not be an easy task,
farther from the truth. The composting, and building but it is a necessary one.
technology to do so already solar panels. Although reSustainable and reexists and is in use around cycling isn't as prevalent newable energy isn't just
the globe. Denmark has al- on campus as it should be, something hippies and
ready made a commitment it is present; while the environmentalist dream
to become 100% reliant on composting initiatives are about, it's one of the most
renewable energy by 2050, small, they are helping to pressing issues of our
and Sweden by 2040. The grow community gardens time. It's something that
fact that entire countries around Hartford. There each and every one of us
have already made their is no question about the will benefit from. As the
commitments to complete ethical or practical advan- world marches on towards
reliance on renewables tages of renewable energy. an inevitable renewable
presents an inspiring rea - It isn't even a question of energy infrastructure, it's
son why a small school like whether or not renewable not a question of whethTrinity could do the same. energy is the future. Col- er Trinity will invest in
Of course, it -w-on't be as

leges around the country

renewable

simple

have

declared

whether Trinity will be

their endeavors towards
a
sustainable campus
whether it be College of the
Atlantic, which has been
carbon neutral since 2007,
University of California at
Davis, which built a near
carbon neutral communi-

at the forefront of innova·
tion and progressiveness
as it strives to be, or be
dragged feet first into modernity. As far as I know,
Trinity will and must
take a progressive stand
on the issue. Let's do it.

ETHAN YANG '20

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

and wind turbines can
produce seemingly endless
amounts of clean energy.
With this in mind, it is obvious that these methods
are superior to fossils fuels in not only responsible
energy production but in
a financial sense as well.
Using renewable energy sources such as solar
panels, Trinity would both
produce energy responsi·
bly and receive practical
benefits such as grid in·
dependence and free energy. Grid independence
would allow for a more
secure infrastructure, re·
sistant from disruptions
in the greater Hartford
energy grid. The fact that

our environment. As stated

tuition,

by count.less organizations

able

including the United Nations, climate change and
sustainability are some of
the most pressing issues of
our time. Renewable energy is inevitably the energy
of the future, as technology such as solar panels

ing budgets for clubs,
and improving buildings.
Alongside these eco·
nomic benefits, the collec·
tive advantages of a soci ·
ety running on renewable
energy are tremendous. It
goes without saying that

providing afford-

textbooks,

increas-

as placing solar

panels on the roof. Trini ·
ty will need to streamline
its energy usage, renovate its buildings, imple·
ment a comprehensive
energy grid with storage
and monitoring capabili ·
ties, and create a culture

already

energy,

bu.t.

Oscar's Mistake Overshadows a Night of Diversity
ERIN GANNON '19
MANAGING EDITOR

of the film's producers,
Jordan Horowitz, in what
seemed like a generous
nod or cruel prank, was
handing over the statue to
Barry Jenkins, the director of "Moonlight," which
was the true winner.
According to "The Hol ·
lywood Reporter", the ac·
counting firm that tallies
Oscar votes, PricewaterhouseCoopers, generally
cr eates two sets of win-

With last year's #Os carsSoWhite scandal lin gering in the minds of
the celebrities walking
this year's red carpet, the
conclusion of the 89t h
Academy Awards ceremo·
ny came as a bittersweet
mark of progress for di versity in Hollywood, but
not without
great
controversy . "... this year's Oscar's were
Audienc· a bittersweet victory for dies laughed, versity
1n
Hollywood ... "
t h e n
cheered as
Warren Beatty hesitat- ning envelopes. Two ac·
ed before showing the countants from the firm
Best Picture card to Faye stand on each side of the
Dunaway, who read "La stage throughout the cere·
La Land" as the winner. mony, alternating the dis·
This announcement went tribution of envelopes to
without question - Best the presenters, depending
Picture would be the film's on which side of the stage
seventh Oscar of the eve- they enter from. Thus, the
ning. Minutes later, one most likely explanation

for the flub is that the card so very different from the Oscar, and Tony) of all time
for the previous award, past two years, with both to host Jimmy Kimmel's
Best Actress (which went actors in a supporting role barrage of Trump jokes.
It's unfair to the masto Emma Stone for her (Viola Davis and Maherrole in "La La Land), had shela Ali) being actors of terpiece that is "Moon·
light,"
the
not been discard·
of
ed, and was acci- "Had the mistake not happened, success
which
was
dentally
handed any number of other highlights
to Beatty, who ex·
would've made the headlines ... " upstaged
by the er·
plained his confur or.
Looksion upon seeing
ing
back
Stone's name mo·
ments after the mistake. color, among many other in a year or two, people
It's a shame for "La La minority groups being rep· will first remember that
Land." Perhaps it's time 1 resented in the winner's "La La Land" didn't win,
circle and as nominees, it's and secondly that "Moonfor nationally broadcasy
ed awards shows to begin unfortunate that such a light" actually did, if that.
This year's Oscar's
using somewhat more so- major mistake outshined
phisticated presentation the progress of the evening. were a bittersweet victory
Had the mistake not for diversity in Hollywood:
technology than cards in
envelopes, but still. Poor happened, any number "Moonlight" is a marker
"La La Land." Yeah, it's of other highlights from of the slow progress The
unfortunate. But the fol- the show would've made Academy has made relowing morning, the head· the headlines this morn- garding the inclusion of
lines of every major news ing, from Davis's heart· minorities in award-win·
outlet cited both the sue· felt acceptance speech to ning motion pictures, but
cess of "Moonlight" and Lin-Manuel Miranda not it's victory will always go
the "La La Land" mistake. becoming the youngest down as being overshad ·
And that's the real misfor- EGOT (someone who has owed by a careless and
tune. In an awards show won an Emmy, Grammy, entirely avoidable error.
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Scandal Confirms Troubling Ties with Kremlin
HUNTER SAVERY '20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

the nature of Trump's ties
to Russia. Further fanning
the flames of the Russian
controversy is a new report that the White House
asked the FBI to dispel the
rumors about Trump's Russia connection.
General Flynn's resigna ·
tion is just one of the latest
episodes in a scandal that
shows no sign of being resolved. The question Americans need to ask is how
much longer can the allega tions of Russian influence
go without being investigated? Americans need to
call on members of Congress to do their jobs and to
establish an independent
committee to investigate
the connection be-tween
Russia and Trump, from
the campaign to the White

ligence agent, outlines un·
verified reports of contact
and possible blackmail of
On Feb 13, General Mi·
Trump and his associates
chael Flynn, former Na·
by Russian intelligence.
tional Security Advisor to
Adding to the pile of conPresident Donald Trump,
cerns over Russian involveresigned amid mounting
ment in American politics is
evidence that he lied to
concerns from members of
Vice President Mike Pence
the American intelligence
about contact with the
community that Russian
Russian ambassador. Flyhacks may have influenced
nn's contact with the Rusthe outcome of the last
sians, and subsequent lies,
presidential election. There
would have been a massive
is strong evidence that the
scandal for any other adKremlin was behind a hack
ministration. However, in
of the Democratic Nation·
less than two months, the
al Committee, which led
Trump administration has
to leaks of private emails
been embroiled in more
from Democratic officials.
Earlier this month, The
"... his actions seem to confirm existing New York Times report·
worries about the Trump White House." ed that members of the
Trump campaign had been
scandals than many presi - of the connection between in repeated contact with
dencies experience in eight Trump and Russia. One of members of Russian intel·
years. The Flynn contro· the main concerns about ligence.
versy has been drowned General Flynn's converUnder normal circumout among an ever growing sations with the Russian stances, it would not be
cacophony of scandal. This ambassador was the possi · hard for the American
is particularly troubling be· ble use of transcripts from public to connect the dots
cause Flynn's contact with the conversations being of these scandals. Unfortuthe Russians is not the first used as material for black- nately, there is a myriad of
controversy involving a con· mailing the, now former, Truro p scandals, from legitnection between Trump's National Security Advisor. imate affronts to democra·
staff and the Putin regime. Alleged blackmail was the cy to meaningless Twitter
Trump, who seems to be a subject of the infamous wars, that distract from the
critic of anyone and every· Trump· Russia dossier re· Russian connection. The

there may be no irrefutable
evidence tying President
Trump to Vladimir Putin,
but there is more than
enough circumstantial evi·
dence to suggest that there
is something going on with
America's newly minted
president, something worth
investigating. The very possibility that Russia tried to
interfere with the American democratic process, an
integral component of our
national identity, is deeply
troubling. More troubling
still, is the general lack of
outrage on the part of the
American public and total
lack of meaningful Congressional action on the
issue. Russian interference
in elections and shady deal·
ings with government officials is an attack on Ameri-

can national sovereignty.
The White House has
been attacking every media
outlet that dares to ques·
tion it with accusations of
"fake news", and by offering
"alternative facts" in lieu of
the truth. This war on the

House. The president's
duty is to serve the American people, not a foreign
human rights abuser. The
president is not unques·
tionable, if his actions look
suspicious, then they are
worth investigating. Vladi·

one, has been noticeably

leased by Buzzfeed this

saying goes that "where

media has become a news

mir Putin may be an auto·

gentle in his treatment of
Russian autocrat, Vladimir
Putin. What is most unset-

past January. The private
intelligence dossier, written by a former MI6 intel ·

there's smoke there's fire,"
and in this case, there is an
awful lot of smoke. To date,

story in and of itself, and
has prevented full coverage
of the very real question of

crat, but Donald Trump is
not, and cannot be allowed
to become one.

tling about Flynn's actions
is not necessarily the actions themselves, but that
his actions seem to confirm
existing worries about the
Trump White House.
Former members of
Trump's campaign team
have been dogged by ru·
mors of possible ties to
Russia. Especially former
campaign manager, Paul
Manafort. The former cam·
paign manager was the
subject of a recent report
by Politico that leaked mes·
sages suggesting a possible
blackmail attempt. Blackmail has come up again and
again in the ongoing saga

" ... how much longer can the allegations of Russian influence
go without being investigated?"

Political Divisions Must Be Put In Historical Context
CAMPBELL NORTH '17
SENIOR EDITOR
Forged in the flames of
friction, America is a nation
perpetually caught between
the tensions of diversity
and unity, of individualism
and the general welfare.
The 2016 presidential race
and currently contentious
political climate have underscored. this tension in
an unprecedented manner.
While this tension has manifested to an unprecedented
degree, the tension itself is
not unprecedented.
Wesleyan
University
professor Elvin Lim makes
this argument in his novel (C The Lovers' Quarrel,"
drawing on the eighteenth
century disagreement between Federalists and Anti-Federalist over the founding of the Constitution to
illustrate his argument.
Lim claims in understand·
ing this primordial tension
that gave birth to the Con·
stitution and our nation, we
will be able to unravel the
threads that weave contemporary political rhetoric.
The tension between
Federalist and Anti- Fed-

eralists stemmed over disagreements regarding the
authority of the Federal
Government and sovereignty of the states. This theme
is visible in modern debates
over health care reform, re·
productive rights, term lim ·
its and immigration.
Federalists, who found
the Articles of Confedera tion to be lacking, were con·
vinced of the need to form
a Constitution in order to
explicitly grant powers to
a central government and
empower an executive leader. Anti-Federalists, concerned that a consolidated
government would result
in tyranny similar to the

the true cradles of liberty,
as illustrated by the Tenth
Amendment, while Feder·
alists felt that liberty was
cradled in the factor that
bound the states, the nation. This is why both pos·
itive and negative rights
are enumerated in the Constitution; the Bill of Rights
serves to protect the nega·
tive liberties of individuals
and states against the federal government, while the
rest of the Constitution in·
corporates positive liberties
that grant rights to the federal government to secure
resources for the collective
community (i.e. taxes).
These principles reveal
themselves
in
the mod''While this tension has
ern
context.
manifest to an unprecedent- For example,
ed degree, the tension it- during
the
2012
presiden·
self is not unprecedented."
tial
election
Mitt Romney
one they had just defeat- and Barack Obama differed
ed in Britain, opposed the considerably in their cam unamended
Constitution paign language. At the time
and pushed for the Bill of Obama was defending his
Rights to be included as a healthcare reform. Like the
safeguard to protect indi- Federalists, Obama argued
vidual liberty. Anti -Federal- that mandatory national
ists felt that the states were health care reform super-

seded state sovereignty in
the matter, privileging the
benefits over consolidated
national government au-

Constitution was born from
tension and this antagonism
is inherent in our national
identity may help "modern

"Understanding that these tensions
have existed since the founding of our
Constitution may help us put contemporary conflicts in perspective."
thority (as the bond that ties
individual states together)
over the potential dangers.
Mitt Romney, much like
the Anti· Federalists, coun·
tered this position. While
healthcare reform had been
successful in his home state
of Massachusetts, Romney
was hesitant to claim that
what worked in Massachusetts would be successful
on the national level, playing into the Anti-Federalist
belief that "accurate representation of state interests
could not possibly occur at
the expanded, national level.. .highlighting the dangers of governmental consolidation over the benefits
of collective action."
While the political landscape has undoubtedly
become more polarized,
understanding that the

liberals ... to be less dismissive of conservatives ... if
they learn about Anti-Federalism and understand
that is is a potent strand of
American political thought
that long precedes the mod·
ern Tea Party and Confederacy; conservatives need to
rethink their interpretation
of "original meaning" [and
Originalist interpretation
of the Constitution] and
appreciate the fact that far
from hating government ...
the Federalist created one."
Understanding that these
tensions have existed since
the founding of our Constitution may help us put
contemporary conflicts in
perspective. Lim's 'Panglossian' hope is that in these
insights will create space
for reconciliation in American politics .

Trinity Alumnus and Trustee Wins Engineering Prize
continued from page 1

In 2007, Fossum sponsored the Trinity College Fire-Fighting Robot
Contest, an event aimed
at promoting innovation
in the field of robotics.
Fossum
joined
the
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1990, where he
set out to create a miniaturized camera as a part
of then-NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin's
plan,
"Faster,
Better,
Cheaper." After Fossum's
CMOS image sensor was
completed, he led the
process of transferring
the technology to major U.S. companies such
as Eastman Kodak and
AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Fossum
has
published over 260 technical papers and holds 161
U.S. patents. In 2010,
he was named inventor
of the year by the New
York Intellectual Property Law Association.
Over the course of his
career, Fossum has founded and led four technology
t.eo.m.p:a.n-ies:., Rova..t.z. Co..1cpo-

ration, Active Pixel Associates, Winnibit LP, and
Photobit Corporation. He
also was CEO of Siimpel
Corporation and a consultant for Samsung Electronics from 2008 to 2013.
Philip
J.
Hanlon,
the
current
president
of Dartmouth College,
said, "This is among the
most prestigious honors
ever bestowed on a Dartmouth professor in the
history of the College".
On winning the award,
Fossum said, "I'm astonished. We truly stand on
the shoulders of those
who came before us - a
string of inventors whose
contributions opened the
door for an image sensor
that could be used in virtually any application."
Recently, Fossum was
named the associate provost of for Dartmouth's
Office of Entrepreneurship
and
Technology
Transfer. Widely recognized at - Dartmouth as
one of the most brilliant
and accomplished professors, Fossum received
~high .-praise ,from everal

high-ranking
members
of the College. Joseph J.
Helble, Dean of Dean of
the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth,
said, "I can't imagine any-

one more deserving of this
honor, in many ways the
engineering
equivalent
of the Nobel Prize. Eric
brings inspiration to our
campus, teaches students

to use creativity to solve
global problems and mentors students in his lab
- all contributing to the
development of the future
innovators of our country."

COURTESY OF Eric Fossum'79
Eric Fossum '7,9 -and his celleagues at the received the largest engineering prl.z;e"'l.n. tn

""'('forl.~.

Student Government Association Weekly Updat~
the Federal Government
and Immigrations and
Elly Worlesly '1 7 gave Customs
Enforcement.
a plug for the Senior
The second demand of a
Class gift committee; the "Domestic Diversity Gradgoal is to have 90% par- uation Requirement," 1s
ticipation from the senior driven by the group's goal
class the fundraiser. The of giving Trinity students
Hundred Days Hurrah an understanding of race,
has been rescheduled to class and other items in
Thursday Mar. 2. This is the context of the United
event is only for seniors States. The group is conwho have donated to the sidering the implementTrinity Fund. As anoth- ing of a number of suitable
er incentive to donate, classes, some existing,
the committee has orga- and some that would need
nized an initiative that to be created to fulfill
if seniors donate a mini- this requirement. The
mum of $20.1 7 they will group is currently workreceive a baseball hat. ing on a proposal to the
committee.
The Action Coalition of Curriculum
Trinity (ACT), which deSGA President, Ryan
livered a set of demands Miller '17 noted that the
to the campus in the fall, SGA will be able to both
reiterated its demands publicize the progress
to the SGA, and went the group is making as
into detail on a few of the well as put future proaforementioned demands. posals to vote to possiThe group spent time dis- bly sign on for support.
ACT is not a closed
cussing the first demand,
that Trinity become a organization, but have
"Sanctuary
Campus." a core group of 20 stu ACT wants equality for all dents working on draftstudents and the right to ing the demands and seefreely learn without fear. ing them through. All of
For ACT, this support also the demands are works
requires the school to ac- in progress; taking each
tively not cooperate with demand at a subcommitcontinued from page 1

tee approach and working one step at a time.
The group is working
with the anti-division
league in Hartford, and
they hope to incorporate
Hartford more as the demands arew expanded on.
ACT, which organized
several protests last semester, has spent much
of this first semester
delegating work among
committees to dig in and
meet with professors,
administration and student leaders to fill out
the inner workings behind the 14 demands. To
accomplish their goals,
the group has begun to
develop individual action plans to practically
implement the demands.
ACT is working on
connecting their efforts
with existing initiatives
on campus, they have already begun working with
the Dean's office and student groups such as Green
Campus. ACT is open to
new membership but 1s
not seeking college recognition or SGA funding at
this time. After a number
of questions, ACT representatives elaborated on

how they see the demands
fitting in with the college.
The group came up with
the demands in conversation with certain faculty
members. ACT members
acknowledge the demands
do not necessarily recogmze the feelings of the
majority and may even
present small challenges
or minor discomfort for
others, but have continued to work because they
believe they are absolutely necessary for a group of
students to continue and
feel at home at Trinity.
An SGA Subcommittee on Wellness met with
the Dean of Student Life,
Joe DiChristina and reported on positive interactions with the administration. A recent meeting
discussed possibilities of
providing meetings with
upperclassmen 1n orientation so new students
can talk about social life
topics in an informal setting. One of the goals of
the administration as
explicitly expressed as
transitioning from students taking nine shots
in a night to four. The
group also talked about

Night Watch, a group that
distributed water and ba gels at night when parties
were going on. The Night
Watch Club eventually
fell apart after strenuous Title IX reporting
requirements. The SGA
is going to meet with the
Title IX Coordinator, Tim
Dunn, as well ' as mem be·r s of the Health Office
Staff to get the ball rolling
on this revival initiative.
The
SGA - Housing
committee has . confirmed
room ratings, and lottery numbers will go live
this week. The new housing lottery will be online
this year, and the SGA
has planned two common hour meetings to
educate the student body
in addition to the explicit
email
instructions.
Next weeks meeting
will feature a hard vote
on the possible endorsement of ConnPIRG sustainability demands, and
a discussion of School
Pride and SGA events.
SGA
Meetings are
open to the campus and
occur at 5pm on Sundays in the Reese Room
of the Smith house.
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Michael T. Casey Announced as New Vice President
GILLIAN REINHARD '20
NEWS EDITOR

On Feb. 16 President
Joanne Berger-Sweeney
announced the appoint·
ment of Michael T. Casey
as Vice President of College Advancement. The
change in administration
followed a letter released
to the community in late
November, 2016 concerning the planned retirement of Jack Fracasso as
Vice President in June
2017. Beginning his relationship with Trinity in
2012, Fracasso oversaw
several significant changes on campus including
the improvement of financial aid resources and
the opening of the Gruss
Music Center. In addition, Fracasso guided the
construction of the new
baseball, softball and soc·
cer fields as well as the
Crescent Street Building.
In the past few years, Fra casso worked closely with
the administration to en courage
advancements
in athletics, the arts,
and career development.
To fill the, vacant seat
left by Fracasso, Trin ity's
administration,
led by President Berger-Sweeney,
embarked
on the creation of a small
search cammittee com·
posed of Peter Espy '00,
Joe Noona n '03, Carrie
Pelzel '74, Allison Read,
and Abby Williamson.
After three months, the

committee and administration agreed on the next
person to fulfill the role of
Vice President of College
Advancement.
Michael
Casey is as an obvious
choice for his commitment to problem-solving
and using all resources
to promote meaningful
advancement on campus.
"Committee members re·
port that Michael quickly stood out, conveying
eloquently how his own
liberal arts experience as
a first-generation college
student transformed his
life," reported President
Berger-Sweeney in her
letter to the community.
These sentiments were
similarly expressed by Abigail Fisher Williamson,
Assistant Professor of Political Science and Public
Policy and Law. "Trinity
attracted a strong pool of
candidates for this job,"
she commented, "Michael
Casey stood out for his
tremendous range of experience and his passion
for liberal arts education."
Michael T. Casey steps
into his new role at Trinity College in June of this
year. A graduate of Harvard University,.
as.ey
received his B.A. in e tic
Studies and embarked on
a career focused in creating a positive college experience for as many stu dents as possible. Casey
has spent his entire career
working at Trinity's peer
institutions. He served as

Director of Corporate and
Foundation Relations for
three years at Franklin
and Marshall College and
Director of National Programs for seven years at
Wesleyan University. Most
recently, he has acted as
Collyer Vice President for
Advancement at Skidmore
College. Casey worked at
Skidmore College for seventeen years performing

a variety of duties such
as managing a large staff,
focusing on fundraising,
aiding the president, and
working with a vast network of students, parents, alumni and trustees.
Casey reported 'his
thoughts to the Trinity
community upon the announcement of his hiring. "I am tremendously
excited to be joining the

Trinity community at this
auspicious moment in its
history and to work with
President Berger-Sweeney and the rest of the
cabinet and staff to realize the College's hopes
and ambitions. Trinity
is a remarkable institution, and I hope that I
can do my part to continue its tradition, of excellence and achievement."

COURTESY OF Trinity College
Micha.el T. Casey previously served as Vice President for Advancement at Skidmore College.

Trinity
Hosts Eighth Annual
.
.

....,

B ·a ntam Bazaar

GILLIAN REINHARD '20
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity College's Habitat for Humanity organization recently hosted its
eighth annual Bantam
Bazaar, the campus' largest tag sale event of the
year. The Bantam Bazaar
took place Thursday, Feb.
16 from 11am to 7pm in
the Washington Room of
Mather. In years past, the
Bazaar has worked close·
ly with the Office of Com munity Service to donate
proceeds from the event
to various charities in the
area. Last year, donations
went to the Integrated
Refugee and Immigrant
Services, a Connecticut-based organization
which supports those

coming into the country
with housing, English
lessons, employment aid
and other worthy causes.
The Bantam Bazaar
was initially created by
Lindsey Tengatenga '08
in 2010 as a way to generate proceeds after the
Haitian Earthquake. The
first Bantam Bazaar was
extremely
successful,
raising $1,600 split between Partners in Health
and Haitian Ministries of
the Diocese. Recent years
have seen donations to
the Pakistan Youth Alliance, Oxfam America's
Typhoon Haiyan Relief and Recovery Fund
and the Central Vermont Community Action
Council. Since its first
event, the Bantam Ba -

zaar has been an annual
way for· the community
to give back to those in
need and has raised over
$8000 since its inception.
All merchandise sold
during the tag sale, such
as clothing, books, household appliances and other
items, are collected from
members of the Trinity
community. This year, all
money .collected was donated to the Trinity Episcopal Church Refugee and
Resettlement Program,
an organization which
works to support those
who settle in the United
States. Habitat for Humanity sponsored another successful year of using the Bantam Bazaar to
create change in the community and in the world.

Want to Write for the
Tripod?
We are constantly looking for
writers to join our team. Write for
three issues in a row and you receive the designation of staff writer
on the masthead!

Please contact
tri pod@trincoll. ed u
to learn more and get involved

FEATURES
Trinity Students Attend ConnPirg Leadership Conference
MATTHEW BOYLE '19

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Over the Trinity Days
weekend, there was a re·
gional retreat for PIRG
chapters at Blue Hills
Reservation in Milton,
MA. Ethan Yang '20 and
I went as representatives
of Trinity's ConnPIRG
chapter. The retreat was
attended by about 60 stu·
dents from 10 different
schools in Connecticut
and Massachusetts. Con·
nPIRG is not just a club
on campus, it is also part
of a network of PIRGs that
are active on other cam puses across the country
as well as at every level of
government. Of course, in
Massachusetts it is called
MASSPIRG and in California it is. CALPIRG and
so on and so forth. Due
to their proximity, ·the
student chapters of Con·
nPIRG and MASSPIRG
work closely together. Re-

treats like these are held
on a regular basis in order to plan and train for
the current semester and
beyond. These retreats
are great for anyone who
wants to learn useful
skills for running an organization, get involved
in meaningful political ac·
tion and have fun as well.
The skill sessions could
be considered the main
event of the first day.
During these sessions,
PIRG organizers and staff
taught different skills
and strategies that would
be useful in accomplishing our goals on campus,
particularly getting a
commitment to use 100%
renewable energy on cam·
pus by 2050. The sessions
I attended were about
planning events and run·
ning effective · meetings.
Yang attended sessions on
power mapping (finding
out who has influence over
decision making) and se·

mester planning. Having
students that are trained
on how to effectively organize and mobilize for a
cause makes ConnPIRG
more effective as a stu dent activist group. It
allows each student in a
chapter to work more effectively as an individual,
which gives the organiza·
tion the ability to take on
multiple issues even with
only a few members.
However, the retreat
was not all work and no
play. After dinner, some
people made a fire and
roasted
marshmallows
to make s'mores. Others
brought instruments and
multiple attempts were
made to sing various pop
songs in unison. Mean·
while, X-Men: Days of
Future Past was played
for the people who pre·
ferred to stay inside and
out of the cold. There was
also a hilarious game of
Cards Against Humanity.

A group of students also
recalled their bizarre and
hilarious escapades that
occurred on atrip to Wash·
ington D.C.
The second and final
day of the retreat was
much shorter but nev·
ertheless had some 1m portant information. For
starters, the rebranding
of the student PIRGS was
discussed. This has been
talked about for a while
now and is still largely a
work in progress but stu ·
dents have decided that
PIRG is just not a great
name for our organiza·
tion. Not only do people
sometimes think it is
pronounced like "purge",
it does not immediately
suggest to an onlooker
that it is the name of a
student activist group.
That is only the tip of the
iceberg, but giving all the
reasons the name should
be changed would be un necessary.

I also learned that one
of the MASSPIRG stu ·
dents is leading her own
campaign to get Dunkin'
Donuts to stop using Sty·
rofoam cups. This 1s a
great example of the kind
of leadership opportuni ·
ties PIRG provides. They
will support anyone with
a project that is at least
potentially feasible and in
line with their values.
With all that occurred
during the retreat I could
hardly describe all of it in
this article alone. Suffice
it to say that ConnPIRG
provides a unique opportunity to learn skills that
are not typically taught in
the classroom. It also pro·
vides leadership opportu nities, even if it is a student's first semester with
ConnPIRG. Last, but not
least, it is an opportunity
to meet some great people
who are passionate about
a variety of important issues.

First Years Students Gathered for Peruvian Cuisine
HAMNA TARIQ '20
STAFF WRITER

of the restaurant. Behind
a counter on the far-side
of the wall stood eager

When I first came to waiters and waitresses
Trinity, I remember crav· holding colorful menus.
ing anything but Mather A baseball game played
food. Luckily my Nest's on the awkwardly placed
Trinisition Fellow, Chanel television that no one was
Erasmus, often ordered watching. We sat on our
fried rice with chick· comfortable chairs and
en and vegetables so we started browsing through
didn't have to survive on the menu. There were pie·
Mather food. This dish tures of several delicious , .
reminded me of my home dishes on the menu. ·
• Unfortunately for · me, :
in Pakistan because of its
the
menu was mostly in
colorful presentatipn and
strong flavors. Knowing ·• ·_$ panish and the dish·
that food is important es ·had Spanish titles. I
to her Nest members, browsed through to find
Chanel invited students fried rice but after a few
staying on campus for m1.nutes gave up on · my ,
Trinity Days to Piolin, search. A lot of my friends
which is a local Peruvian knew Spanish so they
didn't face any such prob·
restaurant.
Fortunately, Piolin was lems. Soon the waitress
a five-minute walk from came to take our respec·
Trinity's campus. Piolin is tive orders. "Arroz Fricomfortably located on the to Con Pollo," answered
corner of New Britain Ave. my friend to my unasked
without flashy signs or question. I unsuccessfulbright lights; something ly tried to pronounce the
you'd find in my home· words but thankfully the
town in Pakistan. It is a waitress understood what
plain red building with a I meant.
The wait was shortsign which reads "Piolin
Restaurant, Specialty in er than I had expected it
Peruvian Food." The un· to be. We were given our
attractive building threw extremely generous serv·
me off ·a bit but I · fell in · ings of food within 15
love with the restaurant minutes. Almost all of us
had ordered fried rice and
as soon as I went inside.
It
was
sufficiently chicken and none of us re·
warm, a necessity on a gretted it. It was simply
cold afternoon. Tables mouthwatering. Howev·
were huddled up against er, the highlight was the
complimentary
the walls and two long ta - famous
bles rested in the middle green sauce that Piolin

•I

COURTESY OF Chanel Erasmus
Left to Right: Nie O'Loughlin '20. Hamna Tariq '20, Annelise Gianna '20, Samuel Bryan '20
serves with fried rice. For·
tunately, you can order as
much green sauce as you
want. It has the perfect
blend of sweet and salty

and it's also c):'eamy so it
tastes delicious with the
rice.
No matter how badly
we wanted to, we couldn't

even finish half of our
plates. With our satisfied
stomachs and take-home
boxes of food , we headed
back to Trinity.
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Meet Emily: Trinity's Alcohol and Other Drugs Specialist
The Trinity Tripod
spoke with Trinity's Alcohol and Other Drugs
Specialist, Emily Pagano, about her role in our
community and the different services she provides.
Trinity Tripod: How
would
you
describe
your role on campus?
Emily Pagano: I'm the
Alcohol & Other Drug Specialist on campus. My job
is to coordinate preventative education, provide
direct support to students
struggling with substance
use, and foster a campus
environment that reduces harms associated with
alcohol and other drugs.
Ultimately, my role is to
promote student wellness, with a particular
focus on substance use.
TT: What is your interest in this field and what
brought you to Trinity?
EP: I've found that
there's a lot of silence
around the realities of alcohol and other drug use.
Substance Use Disorders
3:re extremely commonyet there continues to be

really incredible students!
TT: As an Alcohol and
Other Drugs Specialist,
what types of services do
you provide for students
in the Trinity community?
EP: The Office of Health
Education
provides
a
range of support services
and resources for stu dents. We're available for
individual appointments
to discuss substance usewhether you're looking
to cut ba~k, , reduce your
risk, or · quit altogether.
We also offer educational
workshops on everything
from sleep to safer , sex,
and alcohol to marijuana.
The Health Ed office additionally manages the delivery of alcohol and other drug education to new
students each fall, and
throughout a student's
time at Trinity. Finally,
we play a role in building
community on campus for
substance-free
students
and students who identify
as being in recovery. This
semester, we're launching
a new student recovery
network; we'll host lunch
once a month for students
to gather for fellowship.
For more information or

a

gap.

to get connected to that

manx st den.ts come see

The vast majority of people who struggle with
substances never access
support services. I deeply believe that every stu dent deserves the opportunity to thrive in college;
that includes students
who may benefit from
support in navigating alcohol and other drugs. I
came to Trinity because
there's a community of
staff and faculty who are
committed to this type of
prevention work and because I saw an opportunity to -yvork with some

network, email recoverycomm unity@trincoll.edu.
TT: What would you say
is the most important piece
of information that stu dents should know about
regarding alcohol and
drugs on college campuses?
EP:
Substantial research has shown a discrepancy between what
we perceive happens on
college campuses
and
what actually does. The
idea that almost everyone
drinks or uses drugs is a
pervasive myth that continues to cause harm. So

me to taik a:b~ut ;_;anting
to take a break from drink·
ing or smoking, for example, and feel like they're
the only student on cam·
pus thinking about that.
TT: In your professional
opinion, what are some of
the most valuable life style
choices students should
make if they are looking to
have a happy and healthy
college
experience?
EP: Everyone's wellness needs look a little
different, so there's no
one-size-fits-all
solution
to health. That said, we

SOPHIA GOURLEY'19
FEATURES EDITOR

huge

treatment

)

COURTESY OF Emily Pagano
Trinity's Alcohol and Other Drugs Specialist's office is located in the Health Center.
no

f:i;:o.i;n national

s-~v-

veying of college students
that stress and sleep are
two of the health issues
that most impact academ ·
ic success. If you can develop good sleep hygiene
and stress management
strategies while in college, you're likely to carry those habits through
life! The Health Education office offers individu ·
al wellness appointments
and can provide resources on both of these topics.
TT: What is the best
way for students to con tact you and where

y J.!r , offi.ce

_locatp.d ?

EP: I split my time
between Trinity and an·
other institution, so the
fastest way to reach me is
by email (Emily.Pagano@
trincoll.edu). I'm typically on campus on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and every
other Friday. My office is
located in the Health Center, in Wheaton Hall. I'm
always happy to connect
with students-to support your own wellness,
talk about a friend you're
concerned about, or hear
your ideas for enhancing
student health at Trinity.

ACES Sponsors Prom Dress Drive for CT High Schools
SOPHIA GOURLEY '19
FEATURES EDITOR
For the past few weeks,
the Annual Community
Events Staff (ACES) has
been working with the organization, Princess and the
Prom to collect prom dresses to give to Connecticut
high school girls who may
not be able to afford one on
their own. Through informing people at a table outside
Mather and by handing out
fliers, the group has already
gotten a few students to
sign up to donate!
The Princess and the
Prom was developed in
2006 by Cheryle and Lauren Podgorski. According

to their website, about 600
high school girls will be able
to choose from 2,000 dresses
to wear to their prom. The
organization dry cleans all
of the dresses and holds a
three-day Gown Giveaway
Event for girls to come and
pick any dress that they
choose, free of charge. Alex
Donald '19, co-president
of ACES adds, that the organization puts on "a real
authentic prom dress shopping experience."
Lexie Axon '19, co-presi·
dent of ACES, explains the
reason for the club's involve·
ment with this organization
was, "because we felt every
girl should have the opportunity to feel like a princess

on prom night. We wanted
to work with this organization to help these girls have
a special night."
Celeste Gander '19, a
club member of ACES says,
"This is a really cool oppor·
tunity for Trinity students
to give back to others in
the Hartford community. A
lot of the times our formal
clothing from different high
school or other events just
ends up sitting in closets at
home while we're on cam·
pus, so it's really nice to see
those items being redirected to students in the Hart·
ford area who will get more
use out of them."
Emma Martinez Daniel
'19 emphasizes the differ-

ence this event makes in
the lives of these girls when
she says, "It is pretty easy
to part with some of those
dresses and the little effort
it takes from us creates an
unbelievable amount of
happiness and gratitude
to the girls who will get to
wear these dresses to their
proms. They have not had
the fortune that we have,
and it 1s incredible how
much this does for them."
In terms of donations,
Axon explained that Prin·
cess and the Prom accepts
dresses of all lengths,
whether they be prom
dresses, bridesmaid dress·
es or other formal dresses.
If the donated dresses do

not fit the occasion, the organization, "will donate it
to somewhere else that will
put it to a good cause," Axon
said.
ACES will be collect·
ing dresses up until Friday
Mar. 10, which is the last
day of class before spring
break. The ACES co-presidents also noted that Prin·
cess and the Prom is looking
for volunteers for their give·
away event. If you have any
interest in participating in
this thoughtful cause either
through volunteering or do·
nating a dress, contact Alex
Donald '19 at alexandra.
donald@trincoll.edu or Lex·
ie Axon '19 at alexandra.
axon@trincoll.edu.

Arts & Entertainment
"Disintegration Loops Part III" to be Performed in AAC
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18
A&EEDITOR
Trinity's
Professor
Mitchell Polin is the mind
behind the upcoming pre·
miere of "Disintegration
Loops part III", which will
be performed atAustinArts
Center Mar. 2, 3, and 4. It is
an unconventional piece of
theater that aims to tack·
le large and thought-pro·
voking ideas through the
device of time-travel. An
online header describes the
play as "the journey of a
collective of people trapped
in a scientific experiment to
reshape history. They work
to reenact past moments
of catastrophe and joy in a
desperate attempt to cap·
ture time, regain lives, and

create a future full of hope
and love."
In an interview with the
Tripod, the show's assis·
tant director Lauren Wie·
ner '18 discussed how "Dis·
integration Loops part III"
has taken shape over time.
''Mitch has been my advisor
since freshman year," says
Wiener. "And I have a back·
ground in writing and di·
recting. So here I am." A re·
cent veteran of the famous
Trinity/La MaMa program
in New York City, Wiener
feels her skill set will only
improve with more experi·
ence.
"It's definitely differ·
ent," Wiener says of the
play. "For Friday and Sat·
urday we're having back·
to-back shows. They repeat

in a loop, so while there's
time in between shows,
the actors are always on."
She goes on to discuss the
closeness of the cast to the
material they're working
with. Wiener and Polin
worked together to plot the
show after the cast had al·
ready been selected. For
that reason, it is very close·
ly tied to this particular
group of actors. They were
even encouraged through
the rehearsal experience to
behave in a way consistent
with their own personali ·
ties.
"Loops" also draws di·
rectly from beloved popu ·
lar culture touchstones of
recent decades. The show
is said to draw on movies
and shared cultural mem ·

ories that have something
to offer everyone, and which
embody some of the real
acting challenges of the per·
formance. Though the ref·
erences remain secret, they
will be clear when they ap·
pear in the show.
''Mitch's writing is very
beautiful," continues Wie·
ner, reminiscently. "It has
a magical feel to it. There
are parts that will feel rel·
evant, but it's a magical
world. It's separate from
our own." Wiener says that
she feels the most import·
ant thing going into "Dis·
integration Loops" is the
freedom to let your imag·
ination be absorbed into
the performance. The final
installment of Polin's Trip·
tych has been shrouded in

secrecy since work began
on the production, but
the time-travel secrets of
"Disintegration
Loops"
will be revealed This com ing Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Tickets are free.
The show will feature
performances from actors
from each level of Trin ·
ity's student body. The
cast consists of Allen Rios
'17, Molly Moriarty '17,
Kailey Carpenter '17, Mi·
losz Kowal '18, Will Ku·
rach '18, Brian Cieplicki
'19, Diana Rose Smith
'19, Alex Steel '19, Sar·
ah Kryspin '20, Caitlin
Southwick '20, Elisabed
Gedevanish vili '20 and
will be stage managed by
Hayden Mueller '19, and
Sarah Vazquez '19.

Student Album Review: Ryan Adams' Newest "Prisoner"
SAMUEL SHIELD '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"These are the days,
you need double what it
takes," writes Ryan Ad·
ams on the track "Shiv·
er and Shake," off his
sixteenth studio album
"Prisoner," which ~ was
released last Friday.
During the production
of Prisoner, Adams was
going through a divorce
with
actress
Mandy
Moore, his wife of six
years. The split between
the couple had a clear ef·
feet on Adams' creative
process, as the album
focuses heavily on the
topic of personal rela ·
tionships, and offers the
listener a glimpse into
his personal life.
The album starts out
strong with a ballad ti·
tled "Do You Still Love
Me." The song features
highly drama tic vocals
and a Jimmy Page·esque
guitar solo. During the
chorus, Adams asks, "Do
you still love me babe?"
to which the answer is
obviously no. However,

this does not alter the
fact that this is one of
the sturdy tunes on the
album. Adams does a
great job capturing the
essence of a 1980's power
ballad while still making
it feel and sound rele·
vant in 201 7, with the

only an acoustic gui ·
tar and vocals, but con·
structs itself into a wall
of sound boasting swirl·
ing, flanged guitars and
a powerful drum beat.
Where this album re·
ally shines is in its abili ·
ty to sound very modern

the greatest shortcom ·
ing on this album is in
its lack of flow. The music
does not always work to·
gether cohesively.
The album starts out
burning hot, but sort of
fizzles out over its course
with a few peaks here

feel choppy. Besides
subject matter, there
is not a lot that really
ties the pieces together.
That being said, there
are some really out·
standing works on the
album. Adams definitely delivered. "Prisoner"

help of its moving, tech-

nd present;- while not

and there. It does not re·

as a cohesive colllposi-

nplogically
intelligent
sound.
Songs like "Prisoner"
and "Doomsday'' feature some ardent and
perspicacious
harmonica sections. Whoever
played harmonica on
these songs clearly spent
some time in prison, be·
cause there's no feasible
way you could blow harp
like that without having
done at least five years
in the state pen without
parole. He plays with the
skill and gusto of some·
one who has studied in
the long tradition of prison ·music.
One of my person·
al favorites is "Break·
down." I really enjoyed
the way the track inten ·
sifies as it progresses.
It starts off simply with

relying too heavily on
technology. The instru ·
mentals come through
clear and crisp, while
not sounding contrived
or overly produced. They
provide
an
excellent
backing for Adams' res·
onant voice. Each track
has a distinct reverb to
it that contributes to the
atmospheric and blue
timbre of the album.
It's no question that
Ryan Adams can write a
song. Although, after my
first listen to the album I
found myself struggling
to differentiate between
some of the songs. The
unvarying production on
certain tracks, such as
"Outbound Train" and
"We Disappear," make
portions of the album
forgettable.
However,

ally progress with a sense
of purpose, as the breaks
between songs make it

tion is not quite his best
work, and for that we're
giving this one a 3.5/5.

COURTESY OF popmatters.com
Ryan Adams is on tour following the release of "Prisoner."

Amidst Controversy, Diversity Improves at 2017 Oscars
MAURA GRIFFITH '17
COPY CHIEF
In a stunning miscom ·
munication, the Award
for Best Picture at this
year's Academy Awards
was mistakenly awarded to Damien Chazelle's
"La La Land" before clarification from the event's
staff spotted the mistake
and announced the real
winner, Barry Jenkins'

''Moonlight" .
The mistake will be
remembered as one of
the most shocking errors 1n Oscar history,
eclipsing a polarizing
hosting stint by late
night host Jimmy Kim mel. Amidst commentary
about President Trump's
Muslim
immigration
ban and repetitive jokes
about the names of Os·
car nominees, Kimmel

maneuvered the broad·
cast admirably until the
surprise in the final mo·
ments· a gaffe for which
he took responsibility.
The cast and crew of ''La
La Land" were forced
to halt their acceptance
speeches and give the
golden statuette to the
equally shocked cast and
crew of ''Moonlight." The
awards for Best Actress
and Best Actor went to

Emma Stone and Casey
Affleck respectively, while
the awards for Best Actor
and Actress in a support·
ing role were awarded to
Viola Davis for her work
1n Denzel Washington's
"Fences" and Mahershala
Ali for his role in ''Moon·
light". This ceremony
marks a high point m
the diversity of winners,
and Ali's Oscar marks the
first win for a Muslim ac·

tor.
In a year of great
films, it is unfortunate
that such artistic ac·
complishments will forever be associated with
the mix-up at the hands
of presenters Warren
Beatty and Faye Dun·
away, but thanks to the
catastrophe, the awards
were
unmatched
1n
terms of suspense and
shock.
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SPORTS
Men's Squash Victory Over Harvard Secures National Title

I

ITY BA

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Thoboki Mohohlo '19 was named NESCAC Rookie of the Year.

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Men's squash celebrates following a win over Harvard for their 16th national title in program history.
continued from page 1
to be crowned national champi· career," and watching Michael
ons. The Crimson won matches Craig finish the job with his
the Bantams were behind 2·1, in the one and seven spots, but teammates "was a fitting end
with Mohohlo picking up the Michael Craig defeated Tim· to quite an emotional season."
lone point of the wave. Howev· othy Brownell of Harvard to That emotion was on full dis·
er, after a second wave sweep bring the CSA National Cham· play as the Bantams rushed the
courtesy of Rick Penders '18, pionship back to Hartford for court, some crying tears of in~
Tom De Mulder '19 and James an incredible 16th time! Patrick credible joy. Trinity as a whole
Evans '18, Trinity needed only O'Sullivan '20 said "this was the is thrilled to have the CSA Tro·
one victory out of the final wave biggest moment of his squash phy back in its rightful home!

Tough Men's Basketball Losses in NESCAC Semifinals
continued from page 1

6 rebounds. Amid offensive struggles, Ed Ogundeko '1 7 wound up with
8 points and 13 rebounds.
With Langdon N
'1 7 on the bench for foul
trouble and Ogundeko
struggling to solidify a
post presence, the Ban·
tams were down by 6 and
looking depleted when
Gendron made a field goal
and 4 straight clutch free
throws to tie the game
back up. After two missed
free throws from the Cardinals and a charging foul
incited by Jeremy Arthur
'19, the Bantams had the
ball with 1 7 seconds left
and a chance to win it. After taking the ball down
the court, Gendron fed
the struggling Ogundeko who spun through the
lane and put up a heroic
shot that went down with
1.2 seconds rema1n1ng,
redeeming what was a
difficult game for Ogundeko and giving Trinity an
improbable 51-49 victory.
The magic did not
persist however, as the
Bantams lost to the Mid·
dlebury Panthers for the
second time in 3 weeks
on Saturday Feb. 25.
Playing at Tufts University's gymnasium, the
Bantams played a much
more solid game offensively than the quarterfinal matchup, but the 9th
best team in the country
was just too experienced,
defeating Trinity 76-60.
Coming into the game,
Trinity's Ed Ogundeko

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Chris Turnbull '17 led the Bantams with 23 points during Trinity's tough loss to Middlebury College on Feb. 25.

needed 20 rebounds in
order to reach an unprecedented 1,000 for his career. The Panthers clearly
had a game plan for Ogundeko though as the senior
would not make a field
goal until the second half.
He recorded 13 rebounds,
just seven short of that
magical 1,000 number.
A bright spot for the
Bantams was their offensive proficiency, which
kept them in the game
throughout the first half
and part of the second half.
The Panthers wore down
Trinity's reliable defense
however, shooting 52%
from the floor and 46%
from 3-point range. Chris
Turnbull '17 was another bright spot in what is
likely the final game of his

career. He led all scorers
with 23 points and went
50% from the 3-point line.

The
Trinity
Bantams end the season
with a 16-10 record and

an
impressive
fourth
straight appearance in
the NESCAC semifinals.

Trinity Zen Group

Tuesday night in The Chapel
(take a right at the main altar and go down the stairs to the Crypt Chapel)

6:30 .. Orientation and Meditation l'.nstructlon
7 .. Chanting and Meditation

WWW. TRINfTVZEN.ORG
FB: TRINTV ZEN GROUP
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Inside Sports:
Men's Squash &
Men's Basketball

Women's Ice Hockey Knocked Off By Amherst
CHRIS KOHLER '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Trinity Women's
Hockey team ended their
regular last week as Bow·
doin ma4e their way to
the Koeppel Center for a
two-game series on Friday,
February 17th. The Ban·
tams finished the regular
season strong with a win
on senior day and a tie
against the Bears to finish
9·12·3 overall and 8·6·2 in
the NESCAC conference.
The first game of the
two-game series proved
to be a defensive battle,
as the teams finished the
game locked in a 1 · 1 tie.
The Bears jumped out
to an early lead in the
contest when Maureen
Greason scored a goal on
one of Bowdoin's 12 pow·
er play opportunities.
Trinity also
netted
their lone goal of the game
in the first period when
Olivia White '20 fired a
shot that bounced off the
cross bar right onto Kelcie
Finn's '18 stick, who de·

goal to even the score at 1.
Both goalies remained
perfect for the rest of the
game as Trinity's Sydney
Belinskas '18 finished with
37 saves and the Bear's
Kerri St. Denis tallied 25.

posited the puck into the

The game the follow·

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Maggie Cusik '20 scored the game winning goal against Bowdoin College on Senior Night.
ing night was meaningful
for Trinity's seniors_, who
played their last regular
season gain:e at the -Koep·
p~l Center in their careers.
The game was scoreless
going heading into the

freshman Maggie Cusik
'20. heat St. Denis to put
the Bants _up 1 ·-0. With
less than two minutes re·
maining, Taylor Foy '20
fired a shot past St. De·
nis that sealed the Senior

third peri~ <.!. .!?filore

Day victory fqr

jnity

Trini.ty.

On Saturday, February
25th, the Bantams earned
the right to take on Am·
herst in the NESCAC quar, terfinals in Hartford. After
a scoreless first period, the
Purple & White were able
to strike first when junior
Alex Toupal caused a turn·
over in Trinity's defen·
sive zone, and then beat
Belinskas for the goal.
Trinity continued to
apply pressure for the re·
mainder of the contest
but couldn't quite find
an equalizer. With un ·
der a minute left to play,
Toupal netted her second
goal to seal the victory
and end the Bant's season.
Trinity defender Del·
aney Harrop '18 noted,
''We fought hard, battled
hard, we just couldn't get
over that hump of put·
ting the puck in the back
of the net." She continued
on and noted, "I think we
should be proud in how far
we came and how much
we grew as a team con·
sidering the rough start
we had back in the be·
ginning of the

season."

Men's Ice Hockey Sweeps Critical NESCAC Series
NATE CHOUKAS '18
SPORTS EDITOR

Men's Hockey hosted Tufts
on Saturday afternoon in the
NESCAC Quarterfinals, defeating the Jumbos by a score
of 4· l. Trinity fired on all
cylinders, making a compe·
tent Tufts team look inferior.
The Bantams drew first
blood just two minutes into
the game, when Barclay Gam·
mill '20 redirected a slap shop
from T.J . Sherman '17 into
the net. Tufts answered with
4:43 to play in the first, but
Trinity regained the lead just
19 seconds later. Tyler Whit·
ney _ '18 slipped a backdoor
pass .to Sean Orlando '17, who
buried the go-ahead ·goal.
Tufts goalie Nik Nugnes
stood tall throughout most of
the second period, shutting

down Trinity sharpshooters
Orlando and Ryan Cole '17 on
a powerplay attempt. With 2:11
remaining in the period, cap·
tian Ethan Holdaway gave the
Bantams a 3·1 lead, scoring off
a rebound from a Whitney shot.
The Bantams continued
to apply pressure in the third
period, as the puck was mostly
in the Jumbo's defensive zone.
Nugnes made an impressive 46
saves, keeping the Tufts in the
game. However, the Jumbos
could not spark any offense, and
Trinity sealed the deal with an
empty-net goal.from Holdaway.
Trinity moves on to the
~ESCAC Final Four, which will
be hosted by #1 seeded Hamil·
ton. The Bantams will face off
against Williams in the semifr
nal, and the winner of Hamil·
ton vs. Wesleyan in the Cham·
pionship if they can advance.

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Ethan Holdaway '17 scored twice for the Bantams in Trinity's 4·1 victory over the Tufts Jumbos.

Bantam Sports Preview
Sat. 3/ 4

Sun. 3/5

Tues. 3/ 7

Men 's Hockey
NESCAC Semifinals
vs. Williams

Men ·s Hockey
NESCAC Championship

Men 's Lacrosse
@Skidmore

Men 's Lacrosse
@ Williams
Women ·s Lacrosse
vs. Williams

Women's Lacrosse
vs. Springfield

